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“God Created the Heavens and the Earth”

(Gen 1:1)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PP Funding

A Reminder

Betrayal of Truth

Why is there so much time spent on
defunding Planned Parenthood (PP)? Do
they really get so much taxpayer money?
Well, yes they do. According to a GAO
report, they have received more than $1.5
billion dollars of taxpayer dollars over a
three year period.
Imagine the benefit to the babies if that was
stopped. Even more, imagine the benefit if
that money was spent to support Pregnancy
Care Centers.
_________________________________

Several years ago we included this video
(describing D&E abortion) in this newsletter.
It is proper to include it again as the abortion
industry is very active in the courts and in
the media, promoting itself.
They would have us believe D&E abortions
are innocent and simple and without
consequence.
_________________________________

If assisted suicide and euthanasia supporters
were truthful and consistent, they would use
their professed restriction - that assisted
suicide and euthanasia be restricted to the
terminally ill - to scream in opposition to the
killing of children and the incompetent, now
practiced in Belgium and proposed in the
Netherlands.
Their silence betrays them. They have no
such “professed restriction”. Their goal is
unrestricted killing of those who request it
and those deemed “expendable” for any
reason or no reason.
In the US, as in many countries, the
pressure is on to force doctors to provide
assisted suicide.
We must protect conscience rights.
_________________________________

Natural Death

Dying naturally should not be equated to
dying without dignity or dying so as not to
REINSTATE GOD
become a burden to family and friends. We
To Schools, Homes, & Work
are all going to die; it’s a part of life.
Human desires and values are not sufficient Painting death with negatives and darkness
to address today’s problems.
and hopelessness is not God’s way.
_________________________________
Giving in to the doom and gloom is not the
answer.
There are many options and people ready to
help in those times of need.
Travis Reider Ph.D., bioethicist, says,
Cheers for the American Medical
_________________________________
“having a child is a major contributor to
Association (AMA). Their Ethics Committee
climate change. The logical takeaway here is
has reviewed proposals to allow/promote
that everyone on Earth ought to consider
assisted suicide. They found proponents to
having fewer children”.
be disingenuous because they hid their true NARAL pro-choice America, released their
That is, people are here to serve the
intentions, hiding behind and misusing “2018 Report” on the Insidious Power of the
environment. The environment is primary,
words. Thus, they have refused to change Anti-Choice Movement.
creation came about from nothingness, and
their opposition to assisted suicide. (See the It includes the words “misinformation”,
there is no God. And, since people are part
conclusions and recommendations.)
“political influence”, “judicial influence”, of the accidental environment, we are
_________________________________
“protesters”, and “fake health centers” and a subservient.
graphic which is so complex it resists any The illogic is astounding. We are forced to
meaningful understanding.
wonder what is the meaning of a Ph.D. and
They complain in their opening sentence, where is the ethics in this thinking?
We are not advertising Pampers. But, it is
“The anti-choice movement has spent Humans are not the problem, they are the
impossible to ignore their beautiful ads.
decades finding new ways to insinuate solution. “Chance” is not the answer. It takes
Here is another great one.
themselves into our government, our thoughtful intellect to assess problems and
_________________________________
policies, and our politics.” Except for create solutions.
“insinuate” they are accurate. But, that is Abdicating our God-given capability and
Quote Without Comment
what they (NARAL) have done for the past responsibility is unacceptable.
“The Golden Rule reorients our moral 45 years.
_________________________________
thinking by putting ourselves in someone The difference is that pro-life actions prove
else’s shoes. It directs our concern to others the NARAL position to be invalid and
who matter just as much as we do. It tests unsupportable.
to understand the order in the universe and
the consistency of our actions to ensure we _________________________________
to deny its intelligent origin.
do not mistreat other people.” (Paul Stark)
_________________________________
_________________________________
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